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Do you want to feel more control over your birth?

Are you afraid that you'll have to do it alone or won’t have the kind of support you
need to feel good?

Do you want more tools or confidence to know how to advocate for you and baby?
Are you curious about exploring other dimensions of pregnancy, such as the

emotional and spiritual sides?
 

If you answer yes to any of these questions, this checklist is for you.
 

Combining over 1000 years of collective wisdom catching babies from 40+ speakers of
the Awaken the Inner Birth Goddess Summit, this checklist draws from over 40 hours of

interviews with world leading visionaries changing the paradigm of birth, pregnancy
and the post partum to be an experience that is normal, natural, healing and even

ecstatic.
 

How you answer these questions doesn’t matter- what does matter, is that you know
that how you answer these questions is your choice, and no one elses. 

 
Spending five minutes to check in with how you feel about your answer to each of these

quetions will put you in a great place to feel like you are, indeed, birthing like the
goddess you are born to be.
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Do you feel supported by the people around you with your choices?

Do you feel utterly safe with the people who will be there to help you?

Do you feel like you can ask for what you need when you need it?

Are you surrounding yourself with beautiful music, objects or scents? 

Have you taken the time to get in touch with your body and how you are feeling?

Are you doing exercises to open your pelvis?

Are you taking time for self-care, like extra naps, yoga and massage?

Are you taking the time to massage your pussy or have someone to do that for you?

Have you spent time connecting with and bonding with your baby in the womb?

Have you made room in your life for your baby’s emotional and energetic needs?

Have you addressed any issues in your relationships that may leave you feeling like you

are unsupported?

Have you made time to hang out with your friends, and explain the changes that may

come?

Do you talk to and play music to your baby?
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Are you getting nutritional support during the pregnancy ( e.g. from a nutritionist and

naturopath) if you feel you need it?

Are you enjoying a diet that feels good with protein (80+g a day) and fresh veggie

rainbows?

Are you having a varied diet supported by all the ingredients your body needs to make

progesterone (to hold onto baby) and prolactin (to go into labor) naturally?

Have you arranged a food train from your friends and family for after the birth? (Or

frozen a few weeks of meals yourself?)

Have you taken birth education classes from an independent provider?

Have you interviewed doulas and considered a doula supporting your birth?

Is there emotional healing you or your partner need to do before parenthood?

Have you interviewed a range of maternity care providers and asked them their stats?

If a caregiver has said or done anything that didn't feel good, have you asked them to

stop and explained your feelings or made a complaint if you need to?
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Have you done inner work to prepare you to stay present with intense feelings and be

detatched about any emotions that might arise during birth?

Have you read books and great resources that educate you about your options in birth?

Do you feel like you know the full costs and benefits of your options?

Have you done research into ecstatic, orgasmic Kundalini birth to feel like it is a

possibility for you? 

Have you taken time to explore the emotional and spiritual dimensions of pregnancy?

Have you considered a birth mentor, to help you prepare mentally?

Do you know what you will do and how to prepare if you go over 41 weeks?

Have you explored natural options and tonics to help tone the uterus for labor?

Do you feel utterly comfortable with saying no either to doctors, nurses, and family

members, about unwanted treatments?

Have you talked about having your mother, or mother in law, at your birth, and

explained your choice to them compassionately?
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Are you getting lots of kisses and cuddles? (from friends or rom coms if you have to!)

Have you watched birthing movies of women (and animals) birthing their babies easily

without complication?

Have you met with a lactation consultant who can help you discover comfortable

breastfeeding positions for you and breast care before birth?

Have you chosen somewhere to birth that physiological birth is the norm rather than a

rarity?

Have you felt confident to reject any care givers that you feel have an intention to

control, hurt or subdue you in any way? 

Do you have safe words that you and your support people have agreed on, especially if

you've experienced past trauma?

Do you feel empowered to make the choices you need to about working or not working,

and providing for the needs of you and your baby?

Are you feeling like you can stop work and rest when you need to?

Are you getting lots of sleep and rest?

Before Birth cont.
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Do you have control over who comes in the room when?

Do you have continuity of care from before you went into labour?

Do you feel free to touch your clitoris during birth, kiss or make out?

Do you feel free to make noise during birth, including ecstatic noises?

Are you birthing with the support of the people you want?

Are you birthing in the place you want (home, hospital, birth centre)?

Are you birthing how you want (in a birth pool, a natural birth)?

If you are having an intervention you didn't initially want, do you feel like it is and will

be 110% your choice?

Are you birthing in the positions you want (e.g. standing, squatting, on all fours, pulling

on a rope, on the toilet)?

Do you have the props you want? (Eg peanut ball, fit ball, bolsters, stool, water bag)

Do you have the food you want to eat? (e.g. toast and honey or even pizza and burritos!)

Do you have someone who will help you eat?

Are you surrounded yourself with beauty? Candles and scents? 

During Birth
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Do you know how long after birth you want baby placed on your chest, and have skin to

skin contact to start breastfeeding and bonding?

Have you thought ahead about what medical treatments you would or wouldn't like your

baby to have at birth?

Are family respecting your wishes to visit or not visit you after birth? 

Have you arranged for postpartum help for forty days after the babies birth so you can

stay in bed if you want and heal?

Have you arranged a post partum healing session for a closing of the bones after birth?

Have you explored wraps and carriers for the first few months of baby's life?

Do you have safety precautions set up if you do want to co sleep? (Eg a side cot or

protective barrier)

Have you made preparations for what to do with your baby’s placenta?

Have you communicated your choices about when to cut - or not to cut - the cord?

Have you prepared yourself about your emotional needs during the baby moon? 

Do you have the supplies you need for breast care?
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Thank you for reaching the end of the Birth Like a Goddess Checklist!

Do you feel like you have all the tools now to know how to answer all these questions for

yourself in a way that aligns with you and your intentions for birth?

If you feel like you want to learn more, you aren't alone! Even  summit speakers who

have spent decades personally catching thousands of babies still feel like they have more

to learn about birth and babies!

At the Awaken Your Inner Birth Goddess Summit, we interview over 40 world leading

visionaries about birth, pregnancy, and post partum healing. 

This list was compiled by drawing on their collective wisdom.

Come and immerse yourself in the wisdom they have gained from over 1000 years of

collective experience catching tens of thousands babies.

There's nothing like it on any other platform - a one time joining fee gives you ongoing

access - or you can purchase the audio file collection. 

"Highly recommend this online webinar for all pregnant Mummas/Dads and Doulas, Birth

Workers... great interviews with so much wisdom shared�" - Sita Tara, Doula
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